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On the Possibility of Demonstrating 

Desoxyribonuclease-Produced "Transformation ' 
in Mammals. 

By Leo Szilard 

r.-
If skin is transplanted from rabbit A to rabbit B,~zter~ ~ ~-- 0-l· t".vT~ ~~ . 
~~ period of apparent heali~the\skin is sloughed off) 

If subsequently another skin transplant is made from rabbit A 

to rabbit B, this second skin transplant does not survive as 

long as does the first transplant. We may express this fact by 

saying that the first transplant has induced "intolerance 1 in 

rabbit B against some ' intolerance-producing substances ., of 

rabbit A, to which we shall refer, somewhat sloppily, as 

''antigens 11
, in quotes. What is the nature of these "antigens n? 

It has been recently sho~m by Billingham, Brent 

and Medawar(l) that intolerance against skin of a stra~f mice 

can be induced in mice of s~rain CAB by injecting into CAB mice 
/)e·~~~-

extract made from~elJLs of ~mice , and they have further shown 

that the a ctive agent in these cell extracts is destroyed by 

desoxyribonuclease. The authors have interpreted this phenomenon 

by assuming that the 11antigens n which are responsible for pro-
~ 

ducing int·olerance -~"intolerance is induced by a seeond skin 

transplant from rabbit A to rabbit B - are substances that are 

destroyed by desoxyribonuclease, and are therefore presumably 

nucleo-proteins or nucleic acids . r-/~ ~ ~-4. 'l 
........ ., 



"So fa r as we a re aware, only one hypothesis can 

accommodate these findings: that the antigenic substances 

responsible for skin transpl anta tion immunity are desoxyribo

nucleoproteins endowed with antigenic and therefore with genetic 

specificity . " 
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2. 

To·-- me.._, ... fl.-oW>ever, i t~"~PP.~~,s ~. mor>@'\-·11kely t-l.tat . th'e 
'~~ ...... ,, t.· ... ~ ..... -~ .. r'f 

observati9Jl. R:e~e-··· quo"ted must be interpreted in an entirely dif-............---- ~ 
-~ ~Pen~~h-±'s-~·fu3:'1:'0W'S: The ~ extract prepared fr_o_m _ _ 

'l'f?'..{'t~~ --· _ ;.._Lt/ 
~~ mice (in which the active agent can be destroyed by the addi-

tion of desoxyribonuclease) induces intolerance in CAB mice 

against a subsequent skin transplant from mice not because this 

ex tract contains the relevant antigens of A mice but rather be

cause this extract is capable (through a process analogous to 

bacterial traBsformation) of causing a certain number of cells 
II 1/ 

of injected CAB mice to produce the relevant antigens of A mice . 

( 1) 
Prof sso B . 
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t;$,4. *'<$""'~?-/. ;:, ~ h.. .,d/!t<t. '1" .. -t; ,,... ~ 
l~ i};) attempt.. to .Q.is~wee»- .tl:«oo-~an.a.tiQJtr-fte!"~ -- ·----_,.,.., _ 

~"~d aa4 the explanation given by Billingham, Brent and Medawa r on~-
~ _..-. __... -- , 
is led to raise the following question: If intolerance is induced by a 

skin transplant from an individual A to an individual B (men, mice, or 

some other suitable s pecies), is thereby delay~d PYPersensit~::-t· ~ ~ 
'-b 'nrJ,.~ ~ ~ e.t ~ ~£.,.... 

tablish~~~in B against "antigens II of A in th~ f3. ~ ense =tnat)ff' . c 
Yin ~.#( ~~·~~~.....c-J(,. .... J-f,'~-~ ,. of cells A M'Q · i liiE}aoia...U into the skin of B ene 9'9t•;t;S} . :-mr:--.t....'~"!.~-

If this is, indeed, the case , ~~e.1boh1·~·:e1~ 41h:l't · d'ist1r~~~ ~ 
between 1:b:e two explanations ,. -p.e~~~~.t.es.~ay~. 

hypersensitivity on the one and with that fraction of the extr~_t,,...f!<r~ ,...._,., 
cells of A which contain cleic acid and~~-~nd on the 

other hand with a fract· n wh~~~ns no nucleic a cid or nucleo-_............ 
!=! -l.Jcr~"!"n:no=g_,bh'";e;,::· ;r-;t::r•eated with desoxyribonuclease). 

If the explanation of Billingham, Brent and Medawar is correct 
f~J 

we should~ect that an extract prepared from cells A, which contains 

the nucleoproteins and nucleic a cids and whi ch has been treated with 

proteolytic enzymes, should be able to evoke a skin reaction, but the 

same extract, after treatment with desoxyribonuclease, should no longer 
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